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Abstract
Traditional audio retrieval systems deal principally with
audio clips having text descriptions. To retrieve unannotated audio clips is cumbersome because of the immaturity
of content-based analysis and retrieval techniques. In this
paper, we propose a two-stage audio retrieval method, consisting of a first stage of text-based retrieval and a second
stage of content-based retrieval. This new retrieval method
can be employed to retrieve audio clips from an audio collection having only partial text annotations, which is true of
many online audio datasets. We have developed a prototype
audio retrieval system based on our algorithm and carefully
evaluated its performance. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our new audio retrieval method. Our method
can be generalized and applied to other kinds of non-textual
data such as images and videos.

1. Introduction
Today’s information retrieval techniques have achieved
grand success in their application to text documents, which
is testified to by the huge commercial profits generated by
search engine companies such as Google and Yahoo!. In
comparison, multimedia retrieval is at an infancy stage and
no existing product or tool has offered a user satisfaction
or popularity comparable to text-based search engines. In
particular, retrieving audio clips which have no text annotations, an important function in many potential applications,
is still largely an unsolved problem from the commerical
point of view. This paper attempts to address this problem

and proposes a new method for audio retrieval from audio
collections with only partial textual annotations (i.e., only a
subset of the clips have annotation).
Current audio retrieval systems rely heavily on the annotation texts when processing audio data [1]. These annotations include structured and unstructured meta data, e.g., the
title, the singer and sometimes lyrics in the case of a song.
Retrieving audio clips based on their associated texts can
essentially be handled the same way as retrieving text documents. Unlike web pages, from which keywords can be
automatically extracted by algorithms, extracting text annotation from audio files can be challenging and error-prone.
Furthermore, in reality only a fraction of all audio files
would have been manually annotated by users; and these
annotations could be biased or too terse to be useful. Thus
text-based audio retrieval schemes have limited applicability and reliability. In the worst case, to search for a clip with
no text annotation calls for great patience and determination
on the part of the user, even when the audio collection to be
searched is reasonably small, say 200 clips.
Besides text-based retrieval, an alternative is contentbased audio retrieval based on content similarity metrics.
For example, there has been an active thread of work in
querying music by humming or voice recognition [10,18] in
which the input query is a short passage of music hummed
by the user. The search engine would perform a contentbased search by audio similarity. While these work did
achieve some notable progress, dealing with audio clips
without text annotation in general remains a difficult task
because of the high dimensionality of the audio feature
space as well as the fuzziness and subjectiveness of content similarity which depends very much on the user and

the query in question.
In this paper, we propose a two-stage audio retrieval
method for retrieving audio clips from an audio collection
with only partial text annotation. The first stage involves a
text-based retrieval, which is followed by a content-based
retrieval in the second stage. The key advantage of our
method is its general applicability to many different types
of media data. Due to space limitation, we focus on audio
retrieval in this paper even though it should not be difficult
to extend our idea to apply to other non-textual data, such
as images and videos. We have conducted a series of audio
retrieval experiments and obtained very positive results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
briefly survey the most related work on audio retrieval in
Sec. 2. And then we introduce our two-stage audio retrieval
method in Sec. 3. We report our experiment results in Sec. 4
and discuss the advantages and applicability of our method
in Sec. 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 6.

2

Related Work

The general problem of retrieving audio clips against a
query has been a research topic for many years [8]; a number of audio indexing and retrieval technologies have been
proposed, e.g., [6, 17, 25]. One key issue is the measurement of similarity between pairs of audio clips. A popular approach is to use the mel frequency cepstral coefficients or their variants to define the similarity between audio
clips [15]. Some researchers have applied clustering techniques based on spectral features to form song signatures,
which can then be used to compare different songs [16].
Acoustic and subjective music similarity have been proposed for large scale music retrieval [5]. Berenzweig et
al. [4] employed Gaussian mixture models to represent objects such as songs in anchor spaces, and then used approximations of KL-divergence to define similarity measures to
match human similarity labeling data. Aucouturier and Pachet [2] used Gaussian models of cepstrum coefficients to
define timbral similarity for comparing music titles. Rhythmic [9] and sequential [6] information have also been used
in defining music similarity. In addition to acoustic similarity, Barrington et al. [3] proposed a semantic similarity for retrieving audio data. Special purpose retrieval systems have also been developed for retrieving spoken documents [26], audio lectures [19], and news [24]. Most recently, Eck et al. [7] have studied how to automatically generate social tags for music which are untagged or poorly
tagged to reduce the cold-start problem in recommender
systems. Our work is also related to the problem of audio classification. Various standard machine learning techniques have been employed to address the problem, e.g., approaches based on support vector machines [11] and semisupervised learning [14].

Our work is also related to research on deriving semantic
descriptions for music retrieval [23]. Slaney [21] introduced
a clustering method in a multi-dimensional vector space for
semantic audio retrieval. Levy and Sandler [13] presented
an algorithm for semantic space derivation for music from
social tags. Sordo et al. [22] used music similarity to propagate text annotations for music. In comparison, our current work focuses on audio retrieval, but not the problem of
annotation tag generation for music even though both problems are closely related.
There are a few existing audio retrieval systems [12].
For them, query by humming [10, 18] is a particularly popular research track. Most recently, Rice and Bailey [20]
have proposed an audio file search system supporting both
description text based search and sonic similarity based
search. In their system, these two search options are separate and cannot be jointly used. Also, in contrast to our
method proposed in this paper, they did not attempt to propagate text descriptions of audio files to other similar pieces.

3
3.1

Our Two-Stage Audio Retrieval Method
Notations

Let Ai ’s (i = 1, · · · , n) be the set of all the candidate audio clips to be retrieved. Suppose there are na
of them annotated with text descriptions. Without loss
of generality, we assume they are A1 , · · · , Ana . For each
of them, we use yi to represent the texts associated with
Ai . The remaining nu = n − na audio clips are not
annotated, i.e., Ana +1 , · · · , An . For each audio piece Ai ,
we derive a d-dimensional audio content feature vector
xi  (xi,1 , · · · , xi,d ). Each of the above audio features
xi,j (j = 1, · · · , d) is a real number within the range of
0 to 1. Currently, we consider 16 types of audio features,
as listed in Table 1. Note that each of the first 6 features
is a single number, but each of the latter 10 features is a
time signal. For each of these latter 10 types of audio features, we compute its mean, standard deviation as well as
the mean and standard deviation of the signal’s first order
forward finite difference. Thus each of these 10 feature
signals produces 4 values. This results in an overall of
d = 6 + 10 × 4 = 46 features values. Finally, we normalize each of them to the range of 0 and 1 by dividing by
the maximum corresponding feature value of an audio clip
in our audio collection respectively.

3.2

First stage text-based audio retrieval

Given a user input query Q comprising one or a few keywords, we first conduct a text-based query using a conventional text-based retrieval method. Currently, we retrieve
audio clips whose text annotations contain all the query

Table 1. The 16 audio features used in our experiments.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Feature Name
No.
Feature Name
Rhythm Patterns
9
Total Loudness
Statistical Spectrum 10
Mel Frequency
Descriptor
Cepstrum Coefficient
Rhythm Histogram 11 Audio Spectrum Centroid
Auto-correlation
12 Audio Spectrum Rolloff
Log Attack Time
13 Audio Spectrum Spread
Temporal Centroid 14
Sone/Bark Bands
Audio Power
15
Zero-crossing Rate
Fundamental Frequency 16 Audio Spectrum Flatness

keywords, i.e., yi ⊇ Q. Since text-based retrieval is not
the main focus of this paper, we skip the details, although
we do plan to investigate and incorporate more advanced
text query methods in the future. Let ran×1 be the query
result vector where the i-th component of the result vector
ra (i) = 1 if Ai is retrieved in the above text-based query
process and ra (i) = 0 otherwise. Notice that the above
vector ra is a binary vector, i.e., each of its components
ra (i) is a binary value, indicating whether the audio clip
Ai is retrieved under the query Q. Apparently, only those
audio clips which have text annotations will be retrieved in
the process. So for those audio clips which do not have text
annotations, its corresponding ra (i) is set to 0.
Our main focus is on the second stage, content-based retrieval. The goal of this stage is to construct another query
result vector ru1×n based on ra which specifies whether an
audio clip without text annotation is relevant to the given
query Q. Different from ra , each component in ru (i) is
a real number between 0 and 1, indicating how likely a
clip is relevant to the query. The higher the value is, the
more likely the audio is related to the query. Given a certain
threshold τ , those audio clips Ai ’s with their ru (i) > τ will
be returned as the query result set.

Recall xi,k and xj,k are the k-th components of the audio
feature vectors xi and xj respectively. Intuitively, two clips
are more similar in content if they have closer feature values, and hence the above equation will give a larger similarity value. Here we simply weigh all the features equally. We
will investigate more sophisticated techniques to optimally
assign weights to balance multiple features in the future.
Once the above pairwise audio similarity measure is defined, we can derive an overall audio-to-query relevance
score for the audio clip Ai as:
ru (i)  amax s(Ai , Aj ).
r (j)=1

(2)

This equation computes the maximum similarity between
Ai and an audio clip retrieved in the first stage of text-based
querying. All the audio clips are then sorted in a descending order in terms of their corresponding ru (i) values which
are required to be larger than a user tunable threshold. Filtering can be applied so that an audio clip Ai is returned
as a search result only if there are at least a certain number of clips retrieved in the first stage of text based querying process whose content similarity with Ai is above the
threshold. To maximize the recall rate, in our current experiment, we do not use this filtering option. For applications
in building audio recommender systems where precision is
more emphasized than recall, users can turn on the option
so that only the most confidently related audio clips will be
returned. The above process essentially defines a similaritybased search result propagation process, which constitutes
our second stage content-based audio retrieval.

4

Experiments

4.1

Data

We gathered 7335 clips of audio data from the Internet
for our experiment, which are roughly classified into the
four categories:

Second stage content-based audio retrieval

• Pure Music: We downloaded from the Internet 2147
audio clips of pure music. Each clip is annotated by
the title of the song and the instrument name.

The overall task of our second stage content-based audio
retrieval is to construct ru by identifying audio clips similar
to the ones returned in the first stage text-based query process, the latter of which is indicated through the vector ra as
explained in Sec. 3.2. To do this, we first define a pairwise
audio content similarity measure s(Ai , Aj ) based on these
two audio clips’ audio feature vectors xi and xj :

• Popular Songs: We acquired 3496 audio clips of popular songs from the Internet. Each clip is annotated by
the title of the song, the singer’s name, and the lyrics.

3.3


1 
1 − (xi,k − xj,k )2 .
d
d

s(Ai , Aj ) 

k=1

(1)

• Public Speeches: This dataset contains 234 clips of
public speeches, downloaded from websites providing instructional materials for English as Second Language (ESL) studies. Each clip is associated with the
full script of the speech as well as the speaker’s name
and the title of the speech.

(a) Average precision

(b) average recall

(c) average F-rate

Figure 1. Performance comparison between our basic method and the performance optimized
method. The x-axis indicates the cases for K1 , · · · , K10 respectively, i.e. the situations when there
are 1, · · · , 10 audio clips found in the first stage respectively. The y-axis shows the precision (a),
recall (b), and F-rate (c) respectively.
• Talk Shows: This dataset contains 1458 audio clips of
talk shows from an entertainment web site. Each talk
show clip is annotated by the performer’s name, the
title of the performance and in some cases the script of
the show.

4.2

Experiment Setup

In our experiments, we used an automatic procedure to
evaluate the performance of our two-stage audio retrieval
method. To generate testing queries, we adopt the following
way to formulate queries for retrieval experimentation with
different categories of audio data: 1) for pure music, we use
the instrument name as the query keyword; 2) for popular
songs, we use the singer’s name; 3) for public speeches, we
use the speaker’s name; 4) for talk show programs, we use
the performer’s name. Our testing queries are constructed
to look for all the audio clips in our database that are played
by the instrument or by the given singer, or speaker or performer.
To evaluate the performance of our two-stage audio retrieval method, we notice the number of audio clips found in
the first stage has a significant impact on the overall performance. We denote the situation when there are x audio clips
found in the first stage as Kx . We report the performance
evaluation data of our method for situations K1 , · · · , K10
respectively.
When evaluating the situation Kx , we randomly find x
audio clips from our dataset whose text annotation contains
the keyword in the query. We then take these clips as the
result of our first stage text-based retrieval and hide the text
annotation of all the other clips in our dataset. We then
apply our method introduced in this paper to the dataset
for audio retrieval. After that, we examine the text annotation originally associated with the audio clip to determine

whether the retrieved one is relevant to the query by simply
checking whether the annotation text contains the keyword
in the query. To obtain the performance for each situation
Kx , we repeat the above process five times and average the
precision, recall, and F-rates. We report the average precision, recall and F-rate of all the experiments over the dataset
of music, popular songs, speeches and talk shows respectively in Figure 1. This figure shows when more sample
audio clips are found in the first stage text-based querying process, the precision of our method remains roughly
the same while the recall rate becomes significantly better,
which also results in improvement in the F-rate. Figure 2
employs boxplots (box-and-whisker diagrams) to examine
the recall of our two-staged audio retrieval method for the
four types of audio data respectively when different numbers of audio clips are found in the first stage text-based retrieval step. In each boxplot, we report the minimum, lower
quartile (25th percentile), median (50th percentile), upper
quartile (75th percentile), and the maximum of the recall
statistics of all the querying experiments performed over a
certain type of audio data. As can be seen from the figure,
the recall of our two-stage audio retrieval method is significantly improved.

5
5.1

Discussion
Advantages of our Two-stage
Audio Retrieval Method

Our two-stage audio retrieval consists of a first stage
text-based querying and a second stage content-based
querying. There are three key advantages to our approach.
First, even though text-based searching is a well studied
problem when compared with content-based audio retrieval,
there are a large collection of audio clips online which are

(a) Recall for pure music

(b) Recall for popular songs

either not annotated or poorly annotated. Text-based searching alone would lead to a low recall in most cases. We thus
turn to the second stage content-based querying, which can
significantly boost the recall rate.
Second, unlike text based queries, audio clips might be
too clumsy to upload as query input by the ordinary users.
In fact, in most cases, users probably will not have a suitable clip on hand to submit as a query. Using our two-stage
query, there is no need for the user to provide a sample audio, which is much more convenient.
Third, our two rounds of querying can comprehensively
consider multiple clues in inferring relevant audio clips. If
a candidate audio clip is similar to two sample audio clips,
it has a better chance to be relevant than the one which is
similar to only one sample audio clip. Therefore, the more
sample audio clips we have, the more likely and reliably
the second stage content-based audio retrieval process can
identify relevant audio clips. There are two essential parameters for the process: 1) the number of sample audio clips
the candidate clip is relevant to; 2) how similar the candidate clip is to a sample clip. In this paper, we propose a
two-stage audio retrieval method taking into consideration
both parameters (Sec. 3.3).

5.2

(c) Recall for speeches

Our method is generically applicable to any contentbased retrieval or recommender system in order to give recommendations on non-textual items. The basic procedure
of our algorithm can be exactly applied. The only change
needed is to replace the audio feature definition as presented
in this paper by other domain specific features. For example, in the case of images, these domain specific features
would be image features. In the case of videos, they would
be video features.
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(d) Recall for talk shows
Figure 2. Boxplots over the recall of our twostage audio retrieval method applied onto
four datasets for the settings K1 , · · · , K10 respectively, i.e. the situations when there are
1, · · · , 10 audio clips found in the first stage.

Extending Our Algorithm to Other
Non-textual Items

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a new audio retrieval
method featuring a two-stage querying procedure. The procedure uses text data to obtain an initial set of audio clips
which have associated textual annotation, and then propagates the annotation to the unannotated clips according to
the content-similarity between multiple audio clips. Our
new retrieval method enables retrieving audio files from an
audio collection that lacks text annotation. Our experiment
results show that our new method can perform satisfactorily over a range of audio files. In principle, our method is
generally applicable to any content-based retrieval or recommender system to deal with non-textual items.
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